There is no way of knowing to which play the prologue was intended to be appended, or indeed if it was ever spoken by Fen who, until this point, had been celebrated for his portrayals of female roles such as Sophonisba in Thomas Nabbes's Hannibal and Scipio and Winifred in The Witch of Edmonton.
3 Nevertheless, given the considerably detailed perspective it offers on the challenges presented to a boy actor on his transition to playing a man's role, it is a highly intriguing document, and worth quoting in full:
Suppose a Merchant when he launches forth An untry'd Vessell, doubtfull of its worth, Dare not adventure on that infant Peece The glorious fetching of a golden Fleece From the remot'st Indies. 'Tis so with mee, Whose Innocence and timerous Modestie Does blush at my own shadow, prone to feare Each Wave a Billow that arises here; The Company's my Merchant nor dare they Expose my weak frame on so rough a Sea, 'Lesse you (their skilfull Pilots) please to stear By mild direction of your Eye and Ear Their new rigg'd Bark. This is their hopes and mine Promise my selfe; if you like North-stars shine, I like a daring, and adventrous Man, Seeking new paths i'th'angry Ocean, In threatning Tempests, when the surges rise And give salt kisses to the neighb'ring Skies, When blustring Boreas with impetuous breath Gives the spread Sailes a wound to let in Death, Cracks the tall Mast, forcing the Ship (though loth) On its carv'd Prow to wear a Crown of froth; Will face all perils boldly, to attain Harbour in safety; then set forth againe. 4 Establishing the enormity of the task that lies before Fen, the prologue repeatedly presents the performance of the "Mans Part" in exultant terms: "The glorious fetching of a golden Fleece," a quest for "new paths i'th'angry Ocean" and through "threatning Tempests" upon which Fen, the company's "new rigg'd Bark," "an untry'd Vessell" and "infant Peece" may not be sufficiently equipped to embark. Fen, seemingly tied to the company in material and economic terms, can only, after all, remain "like a daring, and adventurous Man," a telling similitude which belies the transitory nature of his performance: he can only successfully "Harbour in safety" at the port of performed masculinity through facing "all perils boldly."
The prologue's presentation of the diminutive boy actor on the threshold of theatrical manhood echoes another prologue published two years before, Thomas Heywood's speech for "A young witty Lad playing the part of Richard the third: at the Red Bull," nominally created in order to "incourage" the young actor in his presentation of such a canonical role. 5 Describing the "witty Lad" as "shrunke up like [Richard's] arme," "onely crawling, like a limme / Or piece of that knowne fabrick, and no more" in contrast to the "fulnesse" expected by the audience, the speech is equally-if not more emphaticallyconcerned with foregrounding the challenges the man's role presents with particular reference to physical size. 6 Scripted when the boy player tradition was coming to an end, these theatrical moments are, in all senses of the word, transitory. Their status as what Robert Weimann and Douglas Bruster describe as "a kind of professional threshold for actors, a performance by which their 'in between' status was acknowledged and drawn on" is repeatedly compounded by the fact that their speakers-Fen an "infant Peece," the young Richard "shrunke up"-are evidently also in the complex process of transitioning from boy to man, seemingly over the duration of the performance.
shifting status of these performers is surely central to an understanding of the plays they performed. 12 That contemporaries viewed the company as a continuation of the 1600-8 Blackfriars troupe and, moreover, as one comprised of boys transitioning into men is evident from a surviving riposte by Robert Keysar, a goldsmith and theater financier who had joined the Blackfriars company in 1606 and seems to have been responsible for the Whitefriars company's management. Responding in 1610 to the threat of competition from the reopening of the playhouse at Paul's Cathedral, Keysar described the troupe as "a company of the most expert and skilful actors within the realm of England to the number of eighteen to twenty persons, all or most of them trained up in that service in the reign of the late Queen Elizabeth for ten years together" (quoted in EPT, 318; emphasis mine). Though it is possible that Keysar was exaggerating the longstanding ties between his charges in order to drive home the point, the assertion that "all or most" of the actors had shared in the experiences of performing together for almost a decade is highly suggestive of their developmental status. In addition, the fact that, as Munro observes, "the company possessed the same name as the Blackfriars Queen's Revels, some of the same actors, many of the same costumes and properties, a number of the same plays, and new plays by old Queen's Revels dramatists," may, as she puts it, "have meant that its audiences saw it as being the same company even if, strictly speaking, it was not." 13 We may, therefore, be led to question the thesis advanced by Richard Dutton that the company's Whitefriars incarnation was entirely separate from that of the Blackfriars troupe. Dutton's contention that the Whitefriars company was "almost certainly fostered, perhaps even engineered, as a new entity by the Revels Office" out of a theatrical landscape in which the Blackfriars company had, after offending the King in 1608, been "dissolved way beyond reformation" is at odds with the fact that Keysar, speaking after the supposed "dissolution," still viewed the companies as one and the same.
14 Moreover, the features of the Whitefriars repertory that speak directly to that of the Blackfriars company certainly suggest that the "new" company was sufficiently tied to the old in the eyes of its audiences and personnel. If this was indeed the case, an examination of the physical and social transitions made by the actors as they aged and articulated in the plays they performed-transitions similar to those interrogated by Glapthorne and Heywood later in the century-may prove particularly pertinent.
I. EARLY MODERN YOUTH, COMPANY PERSONNEL, AND THE REPERTORY
Easy categorization of the transitory status of the actors as youths, and therefore distinct from their earlier incarnation as children, is problematized by a recent thought-provoking study of boy companies by Edel Lamb. Citing internal evidence from a number of plays across the period (most of them, however, from the company's early years) as well as addressing the fact that the actors, even those belonging to the post-1609 Queen's Revels company, "are always subject to the companies' managers who function as their masters and educators," Lamb establishes both in their repertory and internal structure, as well as in the eyes of their audiences, "an unchanging sense of the communal identities of the groups and a fixed category of the child."
15 Though Lamb's understanding of the early modern category of childhood is nuanced, her relative neglect of the category of "youth"-arguably as distinct a category as that of the "child"-and its relevance to the Queen's Revels' later years problematizes her depiction of a company who "remain children no matter what their age." 16 As she admits, several members of the company were, at the time of its move to the Whitefriars, in their early 20s; her study thus falls prey to what Ilana Krausman Ben-Amos's groundbreaking work on youth in the early modern period defines as ignoring "the possibility that people in their early twenties could act as responsible adults" even if the actors were nominally maintained in a state of childhood. 17 A more detailed understanding of early modern youth and its relation to the company that occupied the Whitefriars from 1609 to 1613 is thus required in order to identify how the status of the company's "witty lad[s]" is articulated through their plays.
There is no denying that youth was, as Matthew Harkins puts it, a "remarkably elastic" concept in early modern England, a fact which has led Ben-Amos, among others, to argue that there were "sets of images, rather than a shared view, of the period of youth" due to its status as "a long and dynamic phase in the life cycle." 18 The period for which youth lasted was itself contested among early moderns: medical, religious, and educational tracts place it as existing from the "eighteenth yeere . . . vntill we be fiue and twentie yeeres old," "betweene 14. & 22.," "from twelue to one and twenty," and even, in the longest-ranging period I have found, "from seuen vntil one and twenty."
19 For the most part, however, the term youth was applied by those who wished "to draw attention towards people who were in their teens and twenties," the precise position of the Queen's Revels company after 1609. 20 As is evident from Glapthorne's prologue, this phase in the life cycle was understood primarily as one of development, what Anthony Fletcher describes as a "liminal time": youth in early modern writing is regularly figured as one's "unriper yeeres" and a "tabula rasa," during which time youths-depicted by Francis Lenton as "tender Blades, not ripened by the Times"-progressed toward adulthood.
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Such a progression was understood as twofold. As Victoria Sparey has recently pointed out, after the age of around 14, "bodies were understood to be involved in a process of maturation that involved gradual humoral change, which was itself accordingly gendered," an interpretation regularly corroborated by early modern medical tracts such as those by Henry Cuffe, who cites "the talnesse and growing of the body" as among the traits which marked the young, and young men in particular, as being on the path to manhood. 22 Similarly, Helkiah Crooke, in his vast anatomical study Mikrokosmographia, observes that "Man, when he is come to his full growth hath his upper part lesser then his nether part, but before hee bee growne, his upper part is the greater."
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The achievement of the masculine ideal through bodily change-as Bruce R. Smith reminds us, "male identity was then, and is now, sited in the body"-was, however, somewhat complicated by an equally prominent insistence on the subordinate, though uncontrollable, status of male youths. 24 Defined in a sermon given by Thomas Adams as "a madding, a gadding time" during which a considerable deal of license could be taken, youth is nonetheless repeatedly figured as a time during which the young male should remain subordinate to his elders and social superiors.
25 "Youth," according to Anthony Stafford, "should honour, and reuerence Age," while W. B. maintains the need for a particular honor and reverence to one's parents or those, like apprentice-masters and employers, who acted in loco parentis-small wonder, then, that Francis Bacon should classify youth as "the age of least authoritie." 26 These contrasting modes of youthful existence-physical masculinity on the one hand, diminutive subordination on the other-are tellingly brought together in the chef d'oeuvre of Nicholas Hilliard: the miniature "Young Man Among Roses" (Figure 1 ). In its exaggeration of the young man's exposed thighs, slender calves, and small feet, along with the nod to maturity in the form of a wispy moustache, the masculine, lustful vigor of the unknown subject is emphatically foregrounded. 27 However, the medium of the painting-that of a miniature, compellingly described by Susan Stewart as being "linked to nostalgic versions of childhood" and presenting "a diminutive, and thereby manipulatable, version of experience"-presents the subject as being in a less-than-adult state, arguably infantilized through his size. 28 In this artwork, as in the early modern understanding of the term more generally, then, youth is placed on a continuum-existing between boyhood and masculine adulthood but, crucially, never wholly one or the other. This dual status is readily articulated through historical records relating to the Queen's Revels which, though scant, offer ripe pickings for a discussion of the actors' theatrically-informed transition from boyhood to manhood. The change in company structure after 1606 to reflect that of the apprenticeship system-as opposed to the more rigidly hierarchical modus operandi under which, as is evident from the notorious "Clifton complaint" of 1601, the child actors were maintained (sometimes by violent means) as subordinate to their mastersis, to a considerable extent, reflected in surviving company documents. Though the company is described in the royal patent of 1610 as being comprised of "a convenient number of children," a telling reference to the boys' acquisition of maturity and even independent adulthood suggest that they were understood by key figures as more mature by the last phase in the company's history (quoted in EPT, 561). Referring in 1612 to the events of 1608 that had brought about the Blackfriars company's suppression and the King's command "that they should never play more, but should first beg their bread" (quoted in EPT, 515)-itself suggestive that the "boys" were, by this point, understood to be accountable for their dramatic output-Edward Kirkham, one of those at least nominally responsible for the company, is reported to have insisted that by their later years "the said Children . . . were Masters themselues." 29 This acquisition of masculine authority over company management is further expressed in a later document involved in the so-called Sharers' Dispute of 1635, in which the descendants of actor and entrepreneur James Burbage describe "In the process of time the boys growing up to be men, which were Underwood, Field, Ostler, and were taken to strengthen the King's service" (quoted in EPT, 226).
Despite a slight factual inaccuracy (Field would 30 Moreover, certain players appear to have held a greater level of control over the company's finances: record for a payment "To feld [Field] Having established the slippery yet demonstrably distinct early modern category of "youth" and how its subordinate status may be tested against-and frustrated by-the makeup of the late Queen's Revels company, in the remainder of this essay I turn to the company repertory in order to establish the extent to which the status of the players is interrogated and foregrounded in their plays. Taking these into account through what Munro has termed a "repertory approach" can, as she asserts, "combine close attention to the texts of a company's plays with an awareness of how and when they were performed," through consideration of both how the company's development may influence dramatic writing and performance (the diachronic), and how certain themes or topical references may be shared across plays performed at a given moment (the synchronic). 32 It is thus ideally suited to a study concerning the dramatic articulation of a particular moment in the company's history that identifies repertorial shifts through time. The repertory of the Queen's Revels company at the Whitefriars contains several distinct features: revivals; a near-complete absence of extradramatic material such as inductions; a high quantity of exposure of the body and its accoutrements through onstage dressing and undressing; a high concentration of substantial youthful, often gallant, male roles; and, most obviously, plays written by the actors themselves ( Figure 2 ). Though widely varied, ranging as they do from questions relating to staging practices, thematic concerns, and authorship, might these elements of the repertory be united in their ability to tell us more about the nature of the company with which it is associated? Might it be possible to detect shifts in the company's repertory from plays performed in its earliest iteration to those that would characterize what would be its last phase? And could it be the case, above all, that the plays performed at the Whitefriars constitute a distinct group that should to some extent be dissociated from those performed at the Blackfriars, narrating, as they seem to do, the status of youth experienced by the actors who performed them and not, as earlier, their more childish nature? Might it be possible to classify the drama of the Whitefriars troupe not as that performed by nominal "Children," but as a drama of transition, aligning it more closely with the prologues by Glapthorne and Heywood that depict "boy" actors embarking on a new voyage toward manhood? It is with these questions that the remainder of this essay is preoccupied.
II. REPERTORY ORIGINS: CYNTHIA'S REVELS AND BEYOND
In order to assess the nature of the drama presented at the Whitefriars playhouse from 1609, it is beneficial to evaluate the dramatic tradition from which that drama evolved: namely, the plays presented by the earlier incarnation of the company at the Blackfriars from 1600 to 1608. Scholars are to a great extent united in assessing the plays performed in this period as being repeatedly preoccupied with articulating the childish nature of their actors, and those actors' relative subordination to the authors who wrote for them. Bart van Es has fittingly described the boy players, "impressed" as they were into company service, as the "instruments" of the company's masters, "the very opposite of fellows in a stakeholder group" such as the Lord Chamberlain's Men. 34 Van Es's observation that that the boys bore "the same impressionability as print" and thus "allowed authors to project their personal identities and ethos" is perhaps nowhere more acutely expressed than in Jonson's Cynthia's Revels, performed by the company in late 1600. 35 The play's induction alone makes repeated references to the diminutive status, both physical and social, of the three boys who enter squabbling over the right to speak the play's prologue. The very first line of dialogue, in fact, sees First Child address his companions as "children," an indication of the actors' juniority that is repeatedeither directly or, tellingly, through erotically-charged synonyms such as "emmet" and "ingle"-time and again throughout the scene-a feature of inductions to plays as late as Francis Beaumont's Knight of the Burning Pestle (1607). 36 Upon drawing the shortest lot, thereby winning the coveted speech, moreover, First Child remarks that "The shortest is come to the shortest" (CR, induction.23-24), thus establishing himself as the smallest boy onstage and perhaps creating, Matthew Steggle suggests, a "comic contrast between [him] and his presumably more hulking colleagues." 37 If Crooke's assertion that "before hee bee growne, [man's] upper part is the greater [that is, he has shorter legs]" is to be believed, First Child's "short[ness]" is tangibly linked to his child status. Such an explicit foregrounding of the child's physicality must surely have been rendered yet more visible on the claustrophobic stage of the Blackfriars theater on which, as this play tells us, members of the elite audience were able to "throne [themselves] in state" (CR, induction.116). Thomas Dekker's Guls Horne-booke, in fact, suggests that as well as being seated, spectators were "spred . . . on the rushes," that is, on the boards of the stage itself, further increasing their proximity to the performers. 38 In such close confines, a physical contrast between not only First Child and his "hulking colleagues" but, more pertinently, between all three children and the largely adult audience who surrounded them, cannot have failed to be established.
Equally at stake in the scene, however, is the subordinate status with which the boys, from the "shortest" to the most "hulking," are imbued, highlighting the disparity between the social status of the children (both representing and represented) and the adults who observe them. Eight lines into the induction, the squabbling boys are reprimanded by an offstage, presumably adult voice: "Why, children, are you not ashamed? Come in there!" (CR, induction.8). The boys, however, largely ignore the instruction, with one intending to "revenge [him]self on the author" (CR, induction.28) by telling "all the argument of his play aforehand" (CR, induction.29) and then displaying his virtuosic talent in imitating the gallants who comprised a considerable proportion of the indoor playhouse audience and thus further exposing the incongruity of a child playing the part of a man (see CR, induction.92-175). Such displays have led scholars such as Michael Witmore and Claire Busse to remark that authorial control in these instances becomes subordinate to the actors' rebellion, permitting them to "tak[e] over the theatre" and ultimately "steal the show." 39 Though the opportunity for virtuosic improvisation should not be discredited, these staged rebellions, Van Es reminds us, "are transparently Jonson's own invention, and, again and again, they assert the written (rather than improvisatory) origins of the play." 40 Articulations of audience members' desire to confer with Jonson in spite of his physical absence from the "tiring house" (CR, induction.125-26), in addition to indications that he may even have had a hand in the distribution of parts (Third Child insists that "the author think I can speak it [the prologue] better" [CR, induction.5]) doubtless serve to remind the audience of these origins in no uncertain terms, repeatedly foregrounding what Weimann and Bruster have acknowledged in Jonson's turn-of-the-century work as "a marked preponderance of author's pen in actor's voice." 41 Even at their most virtuosic, therefore, the boys are forced by a superior author into conforming to and articulating their subordinate status for the pleasure of socially superior, perhaps erotically engaged, spectators. 42 By the time of the company's move to the Whitefriars, however, the use of such extradramatic materials as the inductions discussed above, as well as prologues and epilogues, had markedly changed. A survey of Martin Wiggins and Catherine Richardson's British Drama: A Catalogue reveals that fewer than 25 per cent of the plays performed by the Queen's Revels between 1609 and 1613 contained any such features, with no inductions whatsoever, a considerable contrast to the repertory performed at the Blackfriars, where over half of the plays between 1600 and 1608 contained one or-more frequently-more of these elements. 43 Though the prologue of Beaumont and Fletcher's The Woman Hater would have us believe that, by 1607 at least, inductions are simply "out of date," I suggest that this shift also bespeaks a change in priorities on the part of playwrights and, latterly, actors. 44 Given that the Whitefriars years may be categorized by a real increase in actorly autonomy both on stage and even, in some cases, in company management, it is perhaps unsurprising that such assertions of childlike stature versus authorial control through extradramatic moments were no longer possible. This should not, however, be taken to mean that plays performed at the Whitefriars are lacking in metatheatrical tricks which readily articulate the precise nature of the actors who perform them. In fact, scenes from plays performed between 1609 and 1613 are equally, and sometimes more demonstrably, concerned with asserting the bodily-inflected, transitory status of their actors. One such strategy for achieving this is the notably frequent occurrence of scenes in which youthful male characters dress or are undressed on stage, a trope which features in a full 75 per cent of Whitefriars plays.
Such moments are not as far removed from the more carefully scripted inductions discussed above as it might appear. Inductions, Thelma Greenfield writes, constitute "bridges across the division between the illusion of art and the realities of the situation in which art is presented," a technique strikingly similar to that of onstage acts of dressing and undressing which have been best described by Peter Stallybrass as "being the point of intersection between spectatorship, the specular, and the speculative." 45 As bridges and points of intersection between the on-and offstage worlds the actors inhabit, therefore, such scenes constitute what might be termed intradramatic inductions, points within the drama at which slippages between actor and character become particularly prominent. As unscripted moments, moreover, they are markedly unconstrained by authorial control and are instead placed in the hands of the actor, a dynamic of particular pertinence to the increasingly autonomous Queen's Revels performers.
Perhaps surprisingly, such moments, common though they are in the Whitefriars repertory, have received scant attention from scholars: Jean MacIntyre's otherwise comprehensive study of costume on the early modern stage devotes an entire chapter to costume changes but makes next to no mention of onstage dressing. 46 As Jonathan Haynes points out, however, the dressing room "is where one makes one's self ready . . . by constructing a public character, and as such is made to order for a dramatist's business," a fact that carries particular weight in a discussion of plays, such as those considered here, in which precariously-positioned actors and characters alike participate in constructions and deconstructions of masculinity. 47 Such constructions are established from the outset of Jonson's Epicene, possibly the first play to be performed at Whitefriars. The first stage direction of the opening scene dictates that young man-about-town Clerimont come out "making himself ready" (presumably with the help of his subordinate "Boy"), a moment which finds a direct parallel in act 1, scene 1 of Field's Weathercock which opens with Scudmore, a similarly fashionable youth, "as in his Chamber in a morning, halfe ready," and is succeeded by the entrance of "Count Fredericke, a Taylor trussing him." 48 Though there is, of course, no way of recovering the extent of such business (just how " [un] ready" the actors appeared, for instance), it is not difficult to imagine how such moments would have particularly resonated with the significant number of elite young men in the audience. Early modern masculinity was, after all, "in crucial ways prosthetic," with young men in particular frequently turning to dress in order to navigate their precarious, subordinate position in society. 49 What is particularly striking in early modern accounts of masculine dress is the inherent theatricality with which it is imbued. To return to Dekker's Horn-booke, dressing to assert one's masculinity was evidently considered a performative act: when parading one's attire with a "broad gate" down the central attire of Paul's Cathedral, for example, a young gallant can expect "all the Innes of Court" to "reioyce to behold his most hansome calfe." 50 The stages of the indoor playhouses were yet more fitted to the purpose, since it was here that "the best and most essentiall parts of a Gallant (good cloathes, a proportionable legge, white hand, the Persian lock, and a tolerable beard) are perfectly reuealed." 51 The actors on the stage, then, were not the only ones participating in the construction of masculinity through dress: the successful assertion of sartorial masculinity to play the part effectively, so to speak, was just as pressing for a considerable number of audience members. Indeed, accounts of members of the audience adjusting and knowingly exhibiting their dress on the stage, as Thomas Overbury's gallant wishing "to knowe if his Suite may passe for currant" seems to have done, confirm the theatrical nature of dressing for actor and audience alike. 52 This collapse of the distinction between on-and offstage worlds may even, then, have caused initial confusion between actor and audience in scenes in which characters such as Clerimont, Scudmore, and Fredericke engaged in the process of adopting masculine attire, particularly since those seated on the stage often used the same entrance as the actors and sometimes waited until the play was beginning before taking their places. 53 Given that the average age of admission to the Inns of Court and universities, from which a considerable proportion of the audience was drawn, lay between 16 and 20-around, or even less than, the age that can be assumed in the actors who performed the large roles that require acts of dressing-it is not unreasonable to assume that even in the close confines of the Whitefriars stage such a slippage may have occurred. 54 The possibility of such a slippage is markedly removed from the hierarchical, and perhaps exploitative, actor-audience dynamic witnessed in the first plays performed at the Blackfriars: here, it is the youthful and transitory, rather than overtly childish, status of actor and audience alike that is bodied forth.
The focus that this brings onto the body of the actor is undeniable. As the author of "An Excellent Actor" writes, it is primarily through "a full and significant action of the body" that the actor "charmes our attention," allowing him to remain at "the Center" of audience consciousness, a notion that would be echoed almost four centuries later by performance scholars such as Patrice Pavis and Joseph Roach. 55 In calling attention to the youthful actor's body as it is shaped by the clothing that transforms it before the audience's eyes, scenes which feature young male characters in states of unreadiness bring to the fore the inherent need to sculpt the masculine body of both actor and character through dress. This need becomes yet more pressing in scripted scenes requiring a greater level of déshabille, such as the entrance of the sexually incontinent Bould "in his shirt, as started from bed" in Field's Amends for Ladies, or the moment at which, in Beaumont and Fletcher's The Scornful Lady, the equally promiscuous Welford is chased onto the stage by Martha, the object of his advances, and is, the dialogue implies, to some extent unclothed. 56 That both of these characters should appear in a state of undress, bringing an unprecedented degree of exposure of the body of the actor, and at moments in which their sexual prowess is called into question, is certainly telling: literally stripped of the accoutrements that purportedly render them masculine, they are no longer able to assert their masculinity through either sexual activity or sartorial display. In engaging actor and audience alike in this discourse of shared prosthetic construction, the Whitefriars plays repeatedly foreground the precarious nature of youth of actor and character alike, dependent as it is upon external accoutrements in order to play the man's part effectively. Rather than establishing distance between actor and audience, as the early plays' inductions had done, then, these equally metatheatrical moments instead bring them into remarkably close confines, creating a shared onstage space in which it is the transitory nature of youthful masculinity, rather than childlike manipulability, that is displayed to all.
III. REPERTORY AND REVIVAL: MASCULINITY AND MATURITY IN BUSSY D'AMBOIS
In addition to bringing them into focus through prosthetic construction and exposure, the repertory of the Whitefriars years brings the actors' bodies into productive tension with the characters they portray, further emphasizing the transitory nature of the actors and the drama they perform. This is a particularly pressing feature of revived plays such as George Chapman's Bussy D'Ambois, which may have seen some of the same actors take on roles they had first performed in the company's more junior manifestation. 57 "Revival," Christine HamonSiréjols writes, "asserts itself as a collective remembering exercise on the part of the company, an almost privately oriented exercise which is only legitimized by the curiosity of a faithful public confronting their own memories and the expectation of a new audience." 58 In reviving plays such as Bussy, therefore, the Queen's Revels company at the Whitefriars knowingly engages with past performances and the performances of younger actors in particular. 59 The years between the first performance of Bussy (circa 1604) and its revival, accompanied by a sequel, at the Whitefriars (circa 1610-11) saw the considerable maturation of at least some of the company's actors. 60 If Marvin Carlson is correct in arguing that in the "repository of cultural memory" that is the theater "audience members typically see many of the same actors in many different productions, and they will inevitably carry some memory of those actors from production to production," then bodily changes, in addition to the increased levels of range and subtlety in performance brought about by age and experience, would not have gone unnoticed. 61 In other words, an audience who had in the company's infancy grown accustomed to viewing the young actors as what Gurr describes as "only approximate physical imitations of adult reality" would perhaps have been encouraged by the revivals of plays such as Bussy to engage with these previous interpretations, bringing the memories of more youthful performers, their present, more mature state, and the characters they represent, into complex collision. 62 It is, however, important not to overstate the case concerning the Whitefriars actors' maturation. At least some of them were already on their way to manhood at the time of the plays' first performances in 1604: Field was around 17 when he took the title role in Bussy and may not have appeared too far removed from this age when he presumably reprised the role in 1610-11. 63 Since adult masculinity was placed on a constantly shifting continuum, it is perfectly possible that an audience returning to plays performed in previous years did not notice any marked difference in the performances of the actors. Nevertheless, what remains interesting about this play in particular is its repeated dramatization of crises of youthful masculine authority. It is certainly telling that the play should have been chosen by a company of actors who were by this point, we recall, "Masters themselues" to be performed at this stage in the company's life, when many of its personnel were presumably facing similar crises of their own.
That the nature of youthful masculinity was thought by contemporaries to be central to the performance of Bussy, and its title character in particular, is evident from the prologue, presumably reflective of a performance given some time after Field's premature death in 1620, printed in the 1641 quarto:
Field is gone Whose Action first did give it name, and one Who came the nearest to him, is denide By his gray beard to shew the height and pride Of D'Ambois youth and braverie; yet to hold Our title still a foot, and not grow cold By giving it o're, a third man with his best Of care and paines defends our interest; As Richard he was lik'd, nor doe wee feare, In personating D'Ambois, hee'le apeare To faint, or goe lesse, so your free consent As heretofore give him encouragement.
(B, prol.15-26)
Here, the prologue calls upon the audience's collective memory to engage with a performance of "youth and braverie" by the young Field and actively to speculate on the insufficiency of an older, "gray beard[ed]" actor to emulate it, in addition to letting it supersede the current performance by the "third man" who, however much he may have been "lik'd" as "Richard," requires the audience's "encouragement" to match up to his predecessor. The speech thus posits the performance of Bussy's youthful state and its concomitant qualities as central to his characterization and, by extension, the play itself. Such a characterization is, indeed, central throughout the play, during which Bussy's rise to (and fall from) power are repeatedly underscored by references to his immature tendency to overreach his position. The role of Bussy, central as it is to the play's narrative arc, serves as the ideal means by which to gauge the play's treatment of youthful masculinity. In the play's opening moments, for instance, Bussy is alternately described by Monsieur as being "[a] man of spirit beyond the reach of feare" (B, 1.1.46) but also "young and haughty, apt to take / Fire at advancement" (B, 1.1.49-50), offering, even at this early stage, the image of a young man whose overreaching spirit may not be wholly positive: "[H]otheaded . . . unpredictable behavior," writes Katie Knowles, was regularly "adopted by young or disenfranchised men . . . in order to prove their manliness," which might otherwise be called into question. 64 In addition to being a continual site of anxiety in the play, during which Bussy is repeatedly dismissed by his opponents as a "new-come Gallant" (B, 1.2.120) and "Fortunes proud mushrome shot up in a night" (B, 3.1.117), youth's hotheaded ambition and self-presentation as invincible was subject to criticism by early moderns: Lenton, using similarly demeaning terminology as Bussy's opponents, for instance, censures any "young Stripling, that obraids the gods / And thinkes twixt them, and him, there is no ods." 65 The shared themes of growth, development, and newfound positions that underscore these references have obvious relevance to what was on display on the Whitefriars stage: the 23-year-old Field who, however more physically mature than he had been when he first took the role in 1604, is repeatedly figured through dialogue as being no less engaged in an ongoing process, often negatively construed, of development and maturation, a process that is never presented as having successfully been completed (even Bussy inadvertently identifies himself as a "politick seed" [B, 1.1.127]).
The precarious nature of this process is nowhere more apparent than in the play's treatment of the most physical assertion of masculinity: the duel. Convincingly theorized by Ira Clark as "proof of manhood and gentility," and by Jennifer Low, for young men in particular, as "a rite of passage in which a victory designates them adult males," the theatrical duel has the obvious potential to aid the presentation of adult masculinity. 66 Crucially, however, such an assertion in Bussy is never physically materialized on the stage. One of the play's most dramatic moments-the three-way duel between Bussy, Brisac, and Merynell on one side, and Barrisor, L'Anou, and Pyrhot on the other-is relegated to the unseen offstage and substituted by a lengthy, albeit exultant, speech from the Nuncius. The effect of the substitution is twofold. On the one hand, the grandiose style in which Bussy is characterized, over the space of more than a hundred lines, as "fierce" (B, 2.1. 35) and "Great D'Ambois" (B, 2.1.91), the heroic Paris (B, 2.1.55), and "like a Lawrell put in fire" (B, 2.1.69)-emerging heroically as the only survivor of the conflict " [v] ntoucht, save only with the others bloud" (B, 2.1.132)-serves to reinforce the image of the invincible, masculine hero, surpassing the expectations of his youthful position and overcoming his superiors. On the other, the very fact that such a feat has been reduced to the stuff of hyperbolic oratory rather than visual display undermines the presentation of Bussy as unrelenting hero.
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Suggestions that Bussy is incapable of living up to the heroic, masculine status he ascribes himself are manifest throughout the play: to take just one example, a disparaging reference in the opening scene to his "wooden [that is, toy] dagger" marks him as one who is incapable to act the heroic man's part convincingly (B, 1.1.207). Given that, as Will Fisher, Low, and Smith have demonstrated, weapons such as daggers and rapiers were viewed as extensions of, or even substitutes for, the male body, such an insult would have had particular resonance in the case of a youth who is portraying a youth with aspirations of masculine authority. 68 By reducing Bussy's dagger to the status of a toy and denying him a visual showcase of his strength and courage, the play undermines any assertion of his masculine authority. Small This tension between the actor's body and the ideal of adult, masculine authority to which he and his character can still only aspire are brought to the fore in the play's conclusion, during which the hero is ultimately rendered subordinate and the trappings of his assumed status are stripped away. Following a brief and ultimately unsuccessful swordfight with his potential murderers which serves further to undermine the heroic picture painted at moments discussed above, Bussy is fatally wounded by "Pistolls shot within" and, presumably bleeding profusely, performs a series of speeches that are dominated by his concerns for his social standing and posthumous reputation (B, 5.3.120). It is worth noting the bearings that such a death has upon the character's aspirations of authoritative masculinity. In spite of its heroic potential, the sight of the bleeding male body, particularly when penetrated dishonorably by a surreptitious bullet rather than legitimately in hand-to-hand combat, would doubtless have further contributed to undermining Bussy's position: as Gail Kern Paster puts it, "the male body, opened and bleeding, can assume the shameful attributes of the incontinent female body as both cause of and justification for its evident vulnerability and defeat." 70 Together with Bussy's realization that his body is "But penetrable flesh" (B, 5.3.78) to which his so-called "divine part" (B, 5.3.79) can "adde / No ayd" (B, 5.3.79-80), the image of the penetrated, passive youth dismantles Bussy's attempts to assert his authority in the ultimately unheroic speeches that follow. Bussy's resolution to "die standing" like "An Emperour" (B, 5.3.90), an attempt at self-memorialization which is presumably accompanied by the actor's only half-successful attempts to draw himself up to full height, surely contributes further to this effect: presenting a character who is no longer able convincingly to assert himself either physically or through dialogue, the tableau that concludes the play reveals in no uncertain terms the precarious and ultimately dangerous nature of masculine youth. In the final analysis, the revival of Bussy is central to the repertory's repeated return to questions concerning the validity of assertions of masculine authority, a crucial concern of early modern youth. Though they may possess bodies that are regularly displayable and desirable as heroic, masculine ideals, when engaged in revived performances the actors enter into a complex dialogue with the youthful, and thus less than wholly masculine, state from which, both onstage and off, they are unable entirely to free themselves.
IV. (ST)AGING AUTHORITY: ACTING, AUTHORSHIP, AND THE CASE OF NATHAN FIELD
By 1612, the vexed narrative of the actors' transition from boys to men that had continually been bodied forth on the stage was cemented on the page. In that year, the printing presses of William Jaggard produced the quarto of Field's A Woman is a Weathercock, doubtless a central, catalyzing event in the company's transitory history-one year later, Field's quarto would be joined on the bookstalls of the Royal Exchange by a version of Marston's Insatiate Countess (1613) that had been revised in part by Field's co-star, William Barksted. MacIntyre has made the important point that, produced as they are by the company's most attached figures, it is these works-along with Field's Amends for Ladies, which was doubtless performed in repertory with Weathercock-that shed the most light on the Queen's Revels' dramaturgy and production resources more generally. 71 Other scholars since MacIntyre, however, have been less quick to interrogate the work that these plays do in articulating the nature of-and the issues faced by-company personnel, and even less so to consider how they might help to navigate the actors' complex transition from boys to men. Instead, there has been a tendency to call upon the paratextual makeup of Weathercock in particular as evidence for Field's unchanging status as a "child," with Lamb and Nora Johnson both concluding from Field's references in his dedicatory epistles to his "fameless . . . pen" and Chapman's accompanying dedication "To his Loued Sonne, Nat. Field" that the publication does little more than maintain its author in a less-than-adult state. 72 Though this position, which casts Field's self-descriptions as "play[ing] strikingly with the terms of his exclusion from authorial manhood," is certainly intriguing, it neglects to take into account the somewhat more obvious point that the very fact that Field's play could appear in print demonstrates a certain maturity. 73 In his reference to the playbook's "Sale-man" and his bold declaration that a patronseeking dedication by him is redundant, since "forty shillings I care not for," Field doubtless goes some way toward undoing the image of the deferent, upstart child created elsewhere in the playbook's paratexts, instead asserting his knowledge of the complex economics of the book trade through which he is able, should he wish or need to, financially to gain adult status. 74 Moreover, failure to reconcile the context of the play's publication with its thematic concerns and performance-it seems to have been performed at the Whitefriars sometime in 1610, and may also have been received at court-provides an insufficient standpoint from which to assess the play's particular role in the articulation of the transitory status of the company that performed it. 75 As MacIntyre suggests, the play provides an ideal means by which to enhance our understanding of the Queen's Revels company at this point in its history, not least from the perspective of its actors' (and particularly Field's) increasingly adult autonomy from, and control over, the theatrical institution that had brought them up to be men.
As is so often the case in discussions of early modern performance, details of casting for Weathercock are now lost, though the role that Field took in this production has not escaped speculation. 76 Regardless of the particular role played by any given actor, what is surely beyond doubt is the nature of the roles Field creates for his maturing company-namely, a high concentration of virile, witty gallants navigating their way through youth's dilemmas of love, precarious economic means, and physical assertions of manhood that find parallels in other plays performed in this period, such as Jonson' 79 Throughout the above examples, the inherent theatricality of Nevill's actions are repeatedly brought to the fore. Through Scudmore's acknowledgement that Nevill is the "Enginer" ("an author or designer of something; a plotter, a schemer") of the theatrical event in which he, Scudmore, will be a "property," the young gallant's centrality to the dramaturgy of the play is made abundantly clear to the audience. 80 In self-identifying as in control of his fellow performers ("Learne but my part," "I will teach you," "follow my further directions") and visually highlighting his own virtuosity and protean skill through spectacular costume changes, Nevill emphatically asserts his authority over the production as both author and actor. We can, of course, never know if this role was taken by the equally authoritative, virtuosic Field, but the fact that scholars have for almost a century drawn attention to the "great skill in plotting" that is so evident in Field's works should not escape our attention. 81 Perhaps this particular bit of plotting on Nevill's part is as much an articulation of the playwright's authority over the Whitefriars stage as that of the character's.
Nevill's theatrical nature finds pertinent parallels in another role that may more confidently be ascribed to Field: that of Truewit in Epicene, performed, in all likelihood, in the same theatrical season as Field's own play (it is, however, impossible to establish precedence). Dutton has noted that Truewit's "verbal authority . . . energy to press an argument . . . capacity to change tack at a moment's notice as well as make a fool of himself, and . . . plausible way with classic satire (Juvenal and Ovid)" make the role an ideal candidate for Field's talents due to their similarity to other Jonsonian roles he is believed to have played in revival as an adult (Voltore in Volpone [1605/06] and Face in The Alchemist [1610] ), suggesting that the young actor was firmly in Jonson's mind when he wrote the play. 82 Dutton's case is a persuasive one, and to it I would add the possibility that the role is just as much in dialogue with Field as a theatrical figure as it is with other roles he may later have played. As with Nevill in Weathercock, Truewit serves as the dramatist-like plotter of much of the play's action, in addition to providing sustained commentary on what he deems to be proper gendered behavior: men, for instance, should "hearken after the next horse race, or hunting match; lay wagers . . . spend aloud . . . visit my ladies at night, and be able to give 'em the character of every bowler or bettor o'the green," while a lady should, "If she have good ears, show 'em; good hair, lay it out; good legs, wear short clothes, good hand, discover it often; practise any art to mend breath, cleanse teeth, repair eyebrows, paint, and profess it"-precisely the types of prosthetic and performative characteristics of gender and maturity with which much of this essay has been preoccupied. 83 As well as providing gendered commentaries that may well have struck a chord with the precariously-positioned Whitefriars audience, Truewit repeatedly positions himself as the driving force behind much of the play's comic action-not least that which involves the humiliation and emasculation of other young men. Act 4, scene 5, which sees the visually comic climax of Truewit's ploy to undermine the claims made by Sirs John Daw and Amorous La Foole of their virile masculinity, serves as a case in point. Truewit's instructions to Clerimont and Dauphine, his young accomplices who both observe and participate in the ensuing action, feature an abundance of metatheatrical references which draw attention to the performative nature of what is to come: Do you observe this gallery? Or rather lobby, indeed? Here are a couple of studies, at each end one: here will I act such a tragicomedy between the Guelphs and the Ghibellines, Daw and La Foole. . . . You two shall be the chorus behind the arras, and whip out between the acts and speak. 84 By repeatedly foregrounding the theatrical roles that he and his friends are to play in the drama he creates, Truewit, like Nevill, establishes not only the theatrical nature of the violent slapstick that follows, but also, crucially, the central role he has played in authoring it. In this moment, which is surely accompanied by virtuosic, perhaps largely improvised, visual display, it is the character (and thereby the actor), rather than the playwright, who is in control of the script and its performance-the "boy" actor, in other words, has a greater amount of control over the stage than the previously regulating figure of the playwright. Given that, as Terence Hawkes observes, "an actor cannot avoid being both the same as, and different from, the character whose part he takes," such showcases of Truewit's authorial ingenuity offer a commentary on Field's offstage identity as a playwright gradually assuming an unprecedented amount of adult autonomy. 85 This authority does not, however, remain unchallenged either inside or outside of the play-world. Epicene's climactic coup de théâtre (the revelation that its titular character is, in fact, a boy in disguise) is of Dauphine's making, and not Truewit's. His own admission that Dauphine has "lurched [him] the better half of the garland, by concealing this part of the plot" reveals in no uncertain terms his exclusion from arguably the most crucial moment in the play's narrative arc. 86 In exposing, in distinctly theatrical terms, this critical limitation to his status as Epicene's dramatist, Truewit confers this role upon the "plot[ting]" Dauphine and, ultimately, upon Jonson himself. Johnson's reading of such moments as an exhibition of the playwright's "absolutist prerogative" is certainly telling in relation to Field-as-Truewit: while Jonson may have allowed Field, whom he described to William Drummond as his "scholar" and who would go on to write dedicatory verses to some of his plays, to "run the show" in act 4, scene 5, he does so only to remove this authorial control in the play's vital closing moments. 87 The affirmation of the player's subordination to the author denies him the autonomy that his own writing efforts bring about, signaling that, as in the scenes discussed above in which characters are dressed, masculine authority can only be put on for show by these young actors, and can be taken away just as quickly as it is assumed. The authoritative, though limited, figure of Truewit, then, is emblematic of the twofold nature of the actor who portrays him. As is so often the case with characters who feature in the Whitefriars repertory, the liminal, transitory nature of the actor beneath is repeatedly interrogated, situating both actor and character on the ever-oscillating continuum between subordinate boyhood and authoritative manhood: the continuum, that is, of early modern youth. ****** Writing in one of the first collections on masculinity studies, Judith Kegan Gardiner poses the provocative question: "[W]hat does it mean to act your age-or to act your gender?" 88 This essay has argued that the repertory of the Whitefriars company 1609-13 is emphatically concerned with interrogating both aspects of the question through repeated articulations of the vexed intersection between youth and masculinity. Sitting on the limen between childhood and manhood and, in some cases, a mere few years away from joining the ranks of the adult acting companies, the actors of the Queen's Revels company, though nominally "children," should, as far as is possible, be distanced from the company's junior, pre-Whitefriars years. As has been demonstrated by analysis across the repertory from this specific chapter-indeed, the final chapter-in the company's history, the plays performed at the Whitefriars theater are complexly interwoven with the status of those actors who chose, wrote, and staged them, in many cases "act[ing their] age" by dramatizing the concerns of youthful masculinity that were just as pertinent to the actors as to the characters they represented.
When read alongside one another as a cohesive repertory, irrespective of divides across genre and style, the plays performed by the Queen's Revels company from 1609 to 1613 reveal themselves to be far less concerned with the metatheatricality of childhood and far more with staging the drama of transitional youth, enacted as it was both inside and outside of the playhouse. Through the marked shift in play composition that saw a near-complete erasure of extradramatic scenes and a notable increase in intradramatic moments of metatheatrical spectacle, actors at the Whitefriars were frequently called upon to display the virile, masculine bodies into which their former childish selves had evolved, simultaneously closing the actor/audience divide which had dominated their pre-Whitefriars repertory. Placing these bodies in productive tension with the crisis of subordinate youth, compounded through engagements with the company's earlier repertory, the revival of plays such as Bussy D'Ambois further articulated the complex status of youth as character, actor, and spectator alike navigated its choppy waters. Most prominent among these navigations were those plays exclusively authored by the actors themselves, which saw the total collapse of the hierarchical structure between playwright and performer and provided a space in which the actors could rise to the heights of adult authors such as Jonson-heights that, in Epicene, he would strive to defend from the increasingly threatening, developing youths. Though seemingly disparate in isolation, together these features of the repertory worked to engage with and define the company who produced it.
While playbook title pages, playhouse records, and even modern scholarship constantly invite us to imagine the Whitefriars "boy" actors as continually infantilized, then, in this case we ought to take youth and its transitory nature seriously as a theatrical category and, more pressingly, as a defining feature-perhaps the defining feature-of the Whitefriars repertory. As the plays-among the last to be performed by a boys' troupe-show, the Whitefriars actors had by 1609 ceased to consider themselves, and thereby to be considered by others, as boys. Instead, whether through foregrounding and exposing their developed, masculine bodies to a similarly aged audience, recalling their earlier performances in plays in which the acquisition of authority by a young man is placed center-stage, or experimenting with writing efforts of their own and having these placed under scrutiny, the company's actors transformed the stage into a site of struggle for masculine authority. With youthful masculinity consistently brought to the fore, it was on the Whitefriars stage that the Queen's Revels actors established themselves
